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Janice Cook Roberts was worried. Her daughter had just started school at Deerfield, three hours 
away from their home in Manhattan, navigating brand-new territory, finding friends and choosing 
activities—and Janice wasn’t sure of the best way to approach giving her advice. 

“I met Leslie Koeppel (fellow parent of a student in the Class of 2018 as well as past parent 
of two others) for only a few minutes at a reception she hosted for new families.  I called her 
and she was so warm. I also reached out to other parents, and they all called me back imme-
diately.” The advice and support made Janice feel connected to a new community, and she 
wanted to help spread that feeling; her response was to become involved in the Deerfield 
Parents Network, established to help parents like her navigate the Academy.

Someone who knows Roberts well might not be surprised that her immediate impulse was 
to participate and give back. It’s a pattern that goes back to her upbringing in Chicago, in a 
neighborhood with 40 relatives who formed an extended family network. “My kids have grown 
up with a lot of cousins,” she says, “so they know family and community that way. At the holidays 
we can be a little overwhelming!” Her sense of community has always been a guiding light. 

When she and her husband were looking at boarding schools with their daughter, Roberts 
says, “We wanted a school that would reinforce our values. My husband and I are very focused 
on being part of a community—being active, giving back—and we realized that in addition to 
superb academics, Deerfield very much cares about every aspect of being a student. That 
means being a good citizen as well.” 

Roberts recalls the time her daughter emailed Head of School Margarita Curtis directly with 
an idea for a forum. “She felt free to do that, and Margarita emailed her right back, and they 
met to discuss the idea.” 

Encouraging and supporting students to participate and be active is part of the culture at 
Deerfield. And the diversity of offerings at the school means that when Roberts’ son followed 
her daughter to Deerfield last year, “Even though it’s a small school, its big enough for the both 
of them. They can each have their own experience.” 

In her own work at the investment firm Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR), Roberts has also 
found a robust ethic of service. “Similar to Deerfield, the culture at KKR is very strong. It’s about 
collaboration and teamwork. The leadership of the firm is also focused on everyone contributing 
to our communities. It is a privilege to work at a company that shares my values.”  

A sense of inclusion and openness has always been one of the keys to Roberts’ professional 
success. “In business, success is so much about building relationships,” she notes. A broad 
network allows you to tap into the expertise of many others and unravel complex problems.  
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“You make the process better by bringing different 
perspectives to it,” she says. Being open and ready to 
listen confers other benefits, too: “I think it is important 
to always be in a job where you’re learning.” Roberts 
notes. Constantly pushing and stretching for solutions, 
she works to bring entrepreneurial thinking into large 
complex companies. 

In her new role as a Deerfield trustee, Roberts looks 
forward to being part of a Board filled with diverse 
voices. “It is always helpful to have a different perspective 

—having not gone to boarding school, I hope I can bring 
new insights,” she says. “Deerfield has been thoughtful 
about their approach to inclusion and diversity, and 
they want the Board to reflect that. Having different views 
helps any firm or organization make better decisions.” 

Outside of Deerfield, Roberts has extended that 
commitment as a member of the board of the Robert 
Toigo Foundation, which encourages underrepresented 
talent to attend business school and pursue a career 
in finance.   

As a Deerfield parent, Roberts is happy to have the 
opportunity to contribute to the school. “My children 
have had such a wonderful experience (at Deerfield).” 
Becoming a trustee was an easy decision, she says, 

“because I am so grateful that they’ve had a great  
experience and built wonderful relationships. They’ve 
blossomed. I would want to do anything I could to  
be helpful to Deerfield.” So while she brings her ex-
pertise in complex problem-solving to her role as a 
trustee, it’s as a skilled professional and as a thankful 
parent. “Success to me,” Roberts says, is “making 
sure my children are happy. You’re only as happy as 
your children.”//

The Roberts Family:  
l to r: Richard, Annie ’17,  
Janice, and Taylor ’18 
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